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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Julie Atherton 
JAM Collective 

julie@jamcollective.net 
415-839-7546 

 
Make a Splash with the Pacsafe® Dry Series  

New Dry Collection protects against theft and the elements 
 
 

Seattle, WA – January 2, 2018 – From island hopping adventures to camping by mighty 
rivers to soaking up the sun on the beach, the new Pacsafe® Dry Collection protects 
belongings from getting wet or stolen by combining their trusted anti-theft technology 
with water-resistant material for all-around security for amphibious adventures.  
 
The Dry Collection’s four styles range in size from four-liters to 36-liters, providing a water-
resistant bag for every excursion.  The series is available in three stand-out colorways: 
Charcoal, Sand, and Orange. 
 

 

 
Collection Highlights  
The collection features a Stash Bag (4L) that can be used on its own as a clutch or a 
toiletries bag and can be clipped onto the larger bags for additional storage, a 15L 
Portable Safe that can be used as a backpack, a 25L Backpack, and a 36L Beach Bag.  
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The bags are constructed with high-frequency heat welding and fitted with high-
frequency sealed seams and YKK water-repellent zippers.  While designs are not built 
for prolonged submersion, they will withstand heavy rain and splashes. The 15L Portable 
Safe was put to the test. The bag was sprayed for three minutes with a high-powered jet 
spray and contents inside the bag remained dry earning the IPX6 Waterproof Standard 
score. The 25L Backpack and 36L Beach Bag have a wet-dry pocket for separating wet and 
dry gear. All Pacsafe® bags are manufactured without the use of harmful PVC.  
 
Smart Security Features 
The Pacsafe® Dry Collection delivers innovative anti-theft protection through smart zipper 
security with interlocking zip pullers and the Roobar™ Deluxe locking system, which 
forms a lock-down security point to ensure protection against pickpockets and unwanted 
bag access.  To guard against cut-and-run theft, bags are fitted with wire-reinforced, 
Carrysafe® slashguard straps. To help combat the threat of identity theft and to keep your 
ID and credit cards safe from scan scams, all bags feature an RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket 
(10Mhz – 3GHz).  
 
Additionally, the 15L Portable Safe is equipped with the 360˚ eXomesh® locking system, 
for the ultimate in cut-and- run protection. 
 
Pricing 
Dry Stash Bag  MSRP $59.95 
Dry 15L Portable Safe MSRP $199.95 
Dry 25L Backpack  MSRP $159.95 
Dry 36L Beach Bag  MSRP $189.95 
 

 
About Pacsafe® 

20 YEARS OF INNOVATION, MILLIONS OF MILES TRAVELED, 1 TRUSTED BRAND - 
PACSAFE® is the original in anti-theft carry solutions. With a vision to empower people to 
enjoy life’s adventures knowing their gear is secure, PACSAFE has relentlessly reinvented 
peace-of-mind travel technology for two decades, delivering quality products like 
backpacks that are easy to lock yet hard to break into, and bags that work as portable 
safes when on the go. Get out in the world and do more, be more, and see more, with 
Pacsafe at your back. Safe Travels. Available in 40 countries and counting. For more visit 
the Pacsafe® website, follow on Facebook and Instagram. 

 


